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BDNF:  The brain-derived neurotrophic factor gives us major insight into what happens
in the brains of many victims of rape and/or sexual coercion.

Bonding:  Every time a person has sexual intercourse or intimate physical contact,
bonding takes place.  Whenever breakups occur in bonded relationships there is
confusion and often pain in the brains of the young people involved because the bond has
been broken.

Connectedness:  For the average, healthy person, connectedness is part of who we are
and how we function.  It is wired into our brains when we are still in our mother’s womb.
This connectedness is passed on by our genes and is necessary for us to survive and
thrive as healthy capable persons.

Dopamine:   A messenger chemical that makes a person feel good when he or she does
something exciting or rewarding.  The official term for what dopamine does is “reward
signal” – that is, when we do something exciting, dopamine rewards us by flooding our
brains and making the brain cells produce a feeling of excitement or of well-being.

Friends with Benefits:  Similar to hooking up, this is when a couple decides to have sex
whenever one or the other wants it but without any obligation, any promise or thought of
a future relationship, and without any (intended) emotion for each other.

Hooking up:  When individuals begin having sex with minimal or no commitment, it is
often called “hooking up.”

Infatuation:  Infatuation refers to the incredibly exciting awakening of sexual awareness
embodied in focus on a person of the opposite sex.

Neurochemicals:  A neurochemical is one that is unique to or active in the brain.

Neuron:  The primary cell of the brain, through which the electricity flows that makes
the brain work.   A neuron consists of a cell body containing the nucleus and the
surrounding fluid called the cytoplasm, which fills the neuron cell like water in a balloon.

Oxytocin:  A neurochemical that is critically important to healthy sex and bonding and is
primarily active in females.  Actions of Oxytocin include: bonding and trust in the other



person; uterine contractions in association with other mechanisms, results in birth; helps
produce the flow of milk from a mother’s breast during nursing.

Pheromones:  chemicals that are secreted by the skin and sweat glands of many animals
and of human males and females.  When they are inhaled through the nose, they can
stimulate surprising and unexpected thoughts, feelings, and behavioral responses.

Prefrontal Cortex:  Located at the front of the brain, behind the forehead, the prefrontal
cortex is the source of thought that is responsible for setting priorities, organizing plans
and ideas, forming strategies, controlling impulses, and allocating attention.

Revictimization:  Sexual abuse sufferers are at risk for re-victimization, or the
experience of another attack.

Vasopressin:  The neurochemical responsible for the male brain response and synaptic
change is called vasopressin.  Vasopressin seems to have two primary functions related to
relationships – bonding of the man to his mate and attachment to his offspring.

Practical suggestions to help avoid sexual entanglements:
- Find a good friend with the same commitment about sex.
- Write down your commitment to abstain from sex.
- Practice assertiveness.
- Make sure your values are known to anyone you date or grow close with.
- Don’t get involved with someone who doesn’t share your values.
- Plan your dates to avoid difficult situations.
- Avoid alcohol and drugs.
- Introduce your date to your parents.
- Limit the amount of physical contact.


